;o	SYNTAX
7. For rhetorical reasons, a verb often precedes its subject;
but enthusiasm, even if appropriate, should not be allowed to
override the concords.
And of this emotion was born all the gods of antiquity.—Daily
Telegraph.
But unfortunately there seems to be spread abroad certain miscon-
ceptions.— Times.
But with these suggestions are joined some very good exposition of
principles which should underlie education generally.—Spectator.
Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman has received a resolution, to which is
appended the nawes of eight Liberal members and candidates for East
London ...— Times.
comparatives and superlatives
The chief point that requires mention is ill treatment of the
more. In this phrase the is not the article, but an adverb,
either relative or demonstrative. In the more the merrier it is
first relative and then demonstrative: by-how-much we are
more, by-so-much we shall be merrier. When the relative the
is used, it should always be answered regularly by, or itself
answer, the demonstrative the. Attempts to vary the formula
are generally unhappy j for instance,
He was leaving his English business in the hands of Bilton, who
seemed to him, the more he knew him, extraordinarily efficient.—
E. F. benson.
This should run, perhaps: whose efficiency impressed him the
more> the more he knew him—though it must be confessed that
the double form is nearly always uncomfortable if it has not
the elbowroom of a whole sentence to itself. That, however,
is rather a question of style than of syntax ; and other
examples will accordingly be found in the section of the
Chapter Airs and Graces concerned with originality.
The farther we advance into it, we see confusion more and more unfold
itself into order.-—carlyle.
Most readers will feel that this is an uncomfortable compromise
between The farther we advance the more do we see and As

